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1. INTRODUCTION
There are known theorems on continuous selections of lower semicon-
 w xtinuous multifunctions e.g., theorems of Michael 20, 21 or in a special
w x. case 2 and on measurable selections of measurable multifunctions e.g.,
w x.the Kuratowski]Nardzewski theorem 17 . Theorems on CaratheodoryÂ
selections connect these two results. There are various methods to obtain
Caratheodory selections using previously mentioned results. One of themÂ
is a parametrization of functions defined in the proof of the Michael
 w x.theorem e.g., 4, 24, 12 , hence in fact it is a repetition of this proof. In
the case when the measurable space is a topological space with a Radon
measure, one can also apply Scorza Dragoni type theorems for multifunc-
 w x.tions, and next the Michael theorem e.g., 5 and 1 . The other way is to
  .4consider the multifunction t ª f : f is a continuous selection of f t, ?
 w x.and next to apply a measurable selection theorem e.g., 5, 9, 13 . Alterna-
tively, conversely, first to investigate the multifunction x ª f : f is a
 .4measurable selection of f ?, x and next to apply a continuous selection
 w x.theorem e.g., 23 .
We show that in most cases the existence of Caratheodory selections canÂ
be obtained as a corollary to corresponding theorems on continuous
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selections. We do it using the Marczewski function. The Marczewski
function is a good tool to obtain some measurable results by reducing to
separable metric spaces or, in some cases, to analytic sets in Polish spaces.
It is used, e.g., in some proofs of the existence of measurable selections for
multifunctions with measurable graphs.
It is known that theorems on selections yield some theorems on extend-
ing of functions. So the second problem which we investigate in the
present article, is the extension of Caratheodory functions. There areÂ
several articles containing results in this area. Usually proofs of these
theorems are some modifications of proofs of theorems of Tietze or
 w x. w x w xDugundji see, e.g., 10, 7, 14 , except some proofs in 26 and 27 . In fact,
w xthe idea of our proof is the same as in Theorem 5 in 27 , but we consider
the general case.
Our results generalize most known theorems on Caratheodory selectionsÂ
and extensions. The key role is played by the notion of R-CaratheodoryÂ
functions and multifunctions, introduced in the article. It allows one to
characterize functions with a Caratheodory extension, and multifunctionsÂ
having a Caratheodory representation.Â
2. NOTATION AND BASIC FACTS
Let X and Y be sets. By a multifunction f from X to Y we mean a
 .set-valued function defined on X with nonempty values f x ; Y. We
 .define the graph of f, denoted Gr f, by Gr f s x, y g X = Y: y g
 .4  .  .f x . A selection of f is a function f : X ª Y such that f x g f x for
y1 .   .each x g X. By f A for A ; Y, we denote the set x g X : f x l
4  .A / B . If X, M is a measurable space and Y is a topological space then
y1 . f is called measurable if f U g M whenever U ; Y is open in some
w x .articles, e.g., in 11 , such f is called weakly measurable . If X is a
y1 .  .topological space and f U is open Borel for open U ; Y, then f is
 .called lower semicontinuous, abbreviated to l.s.c. resp., Borel .
 .Throughout the article T , M will denote a measurable space. In the
absence of any other statement about T or M , that is all we assume about
them. The symbols X and Y will always denote topological spaces.
By P we denote the projection from T = X onto T. The horizontal and
x   . 4vertical sections of B ; T = X are denoted by B s t g T : t, x g B
  . 4  .and B s x g X : t, x g B , respectively. However, as usual, B X de-t
 .notes the s-field of Borel subsets of X, M m B X is the product s-field
 . < and M m B X stands for the trace s-field on B. A multifunction or aB
.function f from B to Y is called Caratheodory if for each t g T theÂ
 .  .  .multifunction resp., function f t, ? is l.s.c. resp., continuous on B andt
 . <f is M m B X -measurable. We remark that this definition differs fromB
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 . <definitions given in some articles, where instead of the M m B X -B
measurability, the measurability of f with respect to t is assumed. It is
known that for functions defined on the whole product T = X whenever X
and Y are metrizable and X is separable, these definitions coincide see,
w x .e.g., 11 ; cf. also Corollary 1 in Section 6 . The following known example
w xmotivates our definition. Let T s X be the interval 0, 1 , let M be the
 . 4Lebesgue s-field on T , and let B s t, t : t g T . Fix A f M and define
w x  .  .f : B ª 0, 1 by f t, t s 1 iff t g A and f t, t s 0 iff t f A. Then f is
 . <continuous in each variable separately, but it is not M m B X -B
measurable. Consequently, f has no Caratheodory extension. Hence, theÂ
 .   .4corresponding multifunction f defined on T = X by f t, t s f t, t and
 . w xf t, x s 0, 1 for t / x is l.s.c. in each variable but has no CaratheodoryÂ
selection.
By a representation of a multifunction f we mean a countable family
 4  .   . 4f : n g N of selections of f such that f x ; cl f x : n g N for eachn n
x from the domain of f. If all functions of this family are continuous
 . resp., measurable, Caratheodory , then it is called the Michael resp.,Â
.Castaing, Caratheodory representation. There are known theorems on theÂ
 w  . x.existence of all such representations cf. 20 I , 3, 4 .
Remark 1. The idea of the proof of the existence of a Michael repre-
sentation for closed- and convex-valued multifunctions given in Lemma 5.2
w xof 20; I is simple enough and it works also in other cases. We sketch that
construction. Let X be perfectly normal and Y with a countable base V :n
4n g N . For a l.s.c. multifunction f from X to Y we define l.s.c. multi-
 .  .  .  .  .functions f f by f x s f x for x f F and f x s f x l Vnk nk nk nk nk n
y1  .  ..  .for x g F resp., f x s cl f x , where f V s D F andnk nk nk n k g N nk
 .the sets F are closed. If each f resp., f has a continuous selectionnk nk nk
 4 f , then the family f : n, k g N is a Michael representation of f if fnk nk
.is closed valued and if Y is metrizable . It gives at once the existence of a
Michael representation also in other cases; for example, for l.s.c. multi-
functions with convex and open or finite-dimensional values in a separable
 w  . x.Banach space by 20 I ; Theorem 3.1- or for closed-valued l.s.c. multi-
 wfunctions from a 0-dimensional space to a Polish space by 21; Theorem
x.2 ; X is assumed to be perfectly normal.
 .Let S Y be a family of nonempty subsets of Y. We say that Y is
 .  .S Y -selective for metrizable spaces if, whenever X is a metrizable space
 .and f : X ª S Y is a l.s.c. multifunction, then f has a continuous
selection. From Michael's selection theorems we obtain some examples:
 .every complete metric space Y is E Y -selective for 0-dimensional spaces
w x  .21; Theorem 2 , where E Y is the family of all closed, nonempty subsets
 . w  . xof Y; every Banach space Y is F Y -selective 20 I ; Theorem 3.20 , where
 .F Y denotes the family of nonempty, closed, convex subsets of Y; every
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 . w  . xseparable Banach space Y is D Y -selective 20 I ; Theorem 3.1- , where
 . w x  .D Y is defined before Lemma 5.1 in 20; I ; for every family S ; E Y of
C n-sets, which is equi-LC n, where Y is a complete metric space, Y is
w  . xS-selective for spaces with dim X F n q 1 20 II ; Theorem 1.2 , where an
n w x.equi-LC family is defined in 20; II .
1 .Recall that in the case of L T , E spaces, where T is a measurable
space with a nonatomic probability measure m and E is a Banach space,
there is another property which is a good substitute for convexity, namely
1 .  w x.decomposability. A subset K ; L T , E is called decomposable e.g., 2
if, for every m-measurable set A ; T and u, ¨ g K, also u ? x q ¨ ? xA T R A
w x 1 .  1 ..g K. Theorem 3 in 2 says that L T , E is DC L T , E -selective for
 1 ..separable and metrizable spaces, where DC L T , E denotes the family
of all nonempty, closed, and decomposable sets.
 .A Hausdorff space Y is called an absolute neighborhood extensor for
metrizable spaces if for any metrizable X and closed A ; X, each contin-
uous function f : A ª Y is extendable over X over some neighbourhood
. of A in X to a continuous function. The class of absolute neighbour-
.  .hood extensors is denoted by AE ANE . The Dugundji extension theo-
rem says that any convex subset of a locally convex linear topological
w xspaces is an AE. Theorem 1 in 2 says that every decomposable set
1 . K ; L T , E is an AE for separable metric spaces in the case when
1 . .L T ,E is separable, for all metrizable spaces . Observe that if Y is
 .  .  .S Y -selective and one point sets belong to S Y , then each S g S Y is
 .an AE. In fact, if f : A ª Y is continuous, A ; X is closed and f A ; S,
 .  .then the multifunction f defined by f x s S for x f A and f x s
  .4f x for x g A is l.s.c. and any selection of f is an extension of f. In
particular, each continuous function from a closed subset of a 0-dimen-
sional paracompact space to a complete metric space is extendable to a
w x  wcontinuous function over whole space, by 21; Theorem 2 cf. also 18;
x.Section 26.II .
 4Let A s A : n g N be a sequence of subsets of a set T. Let xn n
denote the characteristic function of A . The function x defined on Tn
N  .   .4into the Cantor sets 2 by x t s x t is called the Marczewskin ng N
 w x.  .function of A cf. 19 . Recall some properties of x . Put Z s x T . The
 .sets x A , A g A, are closed open in Z. The function x distinguishes
 .  .atoms of s A , where s A denotes the s-field generated by A, and
y1 .  .  .x z is an atom in s A for any z g Z. If A g s A and B ; T , then
 .  .  .  .  .x A l B s x A l x B . The function x is s A -measurable and x A
 .  .is Borel in Z for each A g s A . Of course, if s A , as well as A,
  ..distinguishes points of T , then x is an isomorphism between T , s A
  ..and Z, B Z .
As an example of using the Marczewski function to obtain some measur-
able results from corresponding continuous theorems, let us see how the
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Kuratowski]Nardzewski theorem follows from the Michael theorem in
.the case of 0-dimensional domain . Namely, let L be a field of subsets of
a set T , let L be the family of countable unions of members of L , ands
let f be a closed-valued multifunction from T to a Polish space Y such
y1 .  4that f U g L for each open U ; Y. Let V : n g N be a base in Ys n
y1 .and let A g L be such that f V s D A . Let x be thenk n k g N nk
 4 Marczewski function of A s A : n, k g N an enumeration of A isnk
.  . y1 y1 ..unessential and let Z s x T . Because x P 1 g A ; L and L is an
y1 .field, x is L -measurable, i.e., x U g L for open U ; Z. We defines s
  ..  .the multifunction c from Z to Y by c x t s f t . Observe that
 .  .  .  .  .  .x t / x t9 whenever f t / f t9 . In fact, assume f t R f t9 / B.
 .  .   .Then f t9 l V s B and f t l V / B for some n g N f t9 beingn n
. y1 . y1 .closed , i.e., t9 f f V and t g f V . Consequently, t g A and t9 fn n
 .  .A for some A g A and x t / x t9 . So c is well defined. It is easy to
y1 .  y1 .. y1 .  .check that c V s x f V , hence c V s D x A is ann k g N nk
open subset of Z and c is l.s.c. . Because Z is contained in the Cantor set,
dim Z s 0 and by the Michael theorem there exists a continuous selection
f of c . Of course, f s f ( x is an L -measurable selection of f.s
Remark 2. It is clear that the preceding argumentation holds in all
 .  .cases when Y is S Y -selective, has a countable base and f : T ª S Y is
 n  . .closed-valued also for an equi-LC family, because dim x T s 0 . More-
 .over in the case of D Y the assumption ``f is closed valued'' is superflu-
 .  w  .ous, because the proof uses the multifunction x ¬ cl f x cf. 20 I ;
.Theorem 3.1- . Observe that the assumption ``f is closed valued'' is
needed only to obtain that c is well defined. So instead of it one can
 y1 . 4assume that the family f V : n g N distinguishes points with differ-n
ent values of f. If some countable family M ; L distinguishes points of T ,
no assumption is needed; in this case we enlarge the family A adjoining
 .M. At last observe that if an S Y -selective space Y is additionally such
 .that each l.s.c. multifunction with values in S Y has a Michael represen-
tation, then at once f has a Castaing representation. Hence, also in the
Kuratowski]Nardzewski theorem we obtain that f has an L -measurables
 .representation cf. Remark 1 .
The second example is connected with extension of measurable func-
<tions. It is known that if f : A ª Y is M -measurable, where A ; T andA
 wY is Polish, then f has a measurable extension over T see e.g., 11;
x.Theorem 8.1 . To obtain this result using the Marczewski function we take
 4 y1 .  4A s A : n g N , where A g M , f V s A l A and V : n g N is an n n n n
 .  .   ..  .base in Y. Then the function g defined on x A ; x T by g x t s f t
for t g A is well defined and continuous. Hence g has a continuous
 .extension g over a G set B ; x T , Y being complete. Of course,d
y1 .  < .C s x B g M and g ( x defined on C is a measurable extension ofC
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<f. Remark, that instead of M we can take a field L and an L -mea-As
 4 y1 .surable function. Then, taking A s A : n, k g N , where f V snk n
A l D A and A g L , we obtain that x is L -measurable, C g Lk g N nk nk s sd
 < . < <and f s g ( x is also L -measurable, i.e., f has an L -measurableC C Cs s
extension over C g L . Moreover, if T R A g L then, adjoining to Asd s
 .sets A , where T R A s D A and A g L , we obtain that x A isn ng N n n
 .  .  .  .closed in x T , because x A l x T R A s B. Because x T is 0-
 .dimensional and Y is Polish, g : x A ª Y has a continuous extension g
 . over x T and g ( x is an L -measurable extension of f over whole T cf.s
w x.22; Corollary 1 . In particular, if T is a metrizable space and if f is of
 .class a , a ) 0, then taking A ambiguous of class a f has annk
y1 .extension of class a over x B of multiplicative class a q 1; if addition-
ally A is of multiplicative class a , then adjoining A ambiguous of classn
.  wa f has an extension of class a defined on whole space T cf. 18; Section
x.35 .
3. GENERAL THEOREMS
 .Let T , M be a measurable space, let X be topological, and let
 .B ; T = X. We say that a multifunction function f from B to Y is
 .R-Caratheodory the letter ``R'' comes from ``rectangular'' if the followingÂ
condition holds:
For each open V ; Y there exist M V g M and open U V ; X .  .n n
y1such that f V s B l D M V = U V . .  .  .ng N n n
 .Of course, each R-Caratheodory multifunction function is Caratheodory.Â Â
 .The part a of the Main Lemma given in the next section says that in
many cases these two definitions coincide. Let us observe here cf. Corol-
.lary 1 in Section 6 that if X is second countable, Y is metrizable, and f :
B ª Y has an extension f over T = X, which is continuous in x and
measurable in t, then f is R-Caratheodory, because f is R-Caratheodory.Â Â
Hence, the assumption `` f is R-Caratheodory'' is necessary in the problemÂ
of extending of Caratheodory functions. Also in theorems on CaratheodoryÂ Â
selections the assumption ``f is R-Caratheodory'' is natural. Namely,Â
under the same assumptions on X and Y, if a multifunction f is defined
 4on the whole product and has a Caratheodory representation f : n g N ,Â n
y1 . y1 .then f is R-Caratheodory, because f U s D f U for open U.Â ng N n
 .THEOREM 1. Let X be metrizable, B ; T = X and Y an L Y -selecti¨ e
and second-countable space. Then each closed-¨ alued R-Caratheodory multi-Â
 .function f : B ª S Y has an R-Caratheodory selection.Â
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 4Proof. Let V : n g N be a base in Y and let x be the Marczewskin
  . 4  .   . .  .function of A s M V : n, k g N . We put h t, x s x t , x for t, xn k
  ..  .  .g T = X and c h t, x s f t, x for t, x g B. It is easy to check, that if
 .  . X  .  .f t9, x / f t, x for some x g B l B , then x t9 / x t . Hence, c is at t
 .  .well-defined multifunction from h B ; x T = X to Y, and the following
equalities hold,
cy1 V s h fy1 V s h B l x M V = U V . .  .  .  .  . . . Dk k n k n k
ngN
  ..  .Because sets x M V are open in x T , c is a l.s.c. multifunctionn k
 .  .defined on a metric space h B with values in S Y . Hence there exists a
 < .continuous selection f of c and f s f ( h is a selection of f. ObserveB
 .that each open set U ; x T = X is the union of countably many open
 4  .rectangles. In fact, if U : n g N is a base in x T , then U s D U =n ng N n
 4W , where W s D W ; X : W open and U = W ; U . Consequently, hn n n n
 .  . y1 .is s A m B X -measurable. Moreover, if V ; Y is open, then f V s
y1 .  .h B l D U = W , for some open W ; X, and f V s B lng N n D n
y1 .D x U = W . Hence f is R-Caratheodory.Âng N n n
Remark. Let us note that corresponding observations to those given in
Remark 2 in Section 2, hold also in this case.
In a similar way one can obtain the following theorems on extending of
R-Caratheodory functions.Â
THEOREM 2. Let X be metrizable, let B ; T = X, and let Y be a
separable and completely metrizable space. Then each R-Caratheodory func-Â
tion f : B ª Y can be extended to an R-Caratheodory function o¨er some setÂ
 .D g M m B X . Moreo¨er, D s F A , where each A is the union ofng N n n
countably many rectangles M = U, M g M , and U ; X open.
Proof. Using the notation and argumentation of the previous proof,
  ..  .where instead of f we regard f , and putting g h t, x s f t, x , we obtain
 .a well-defined continuous function g : h B ª Y. Because Y is complete,
 .there exist a G set G and continuous g : G ª Y such that h B ; G ;d
 . <  .x T = X and g s g. Because G is G and each open set in x T = XhB . d
y1 .is the union of countably many rectangles, D s h G is of the desired
 < .form. Of course, g ( h is an extension of f over D and it is easy toD
check that it is R-Caratheodory.Â
THEOREM 3. Let X be metrizable and let B ; T = X be such that
T = X R B s D M = U , where M g M and U open. Let Y be ang N n n n n
 .second-countable AE ANE . Then each R-Caratheodory function f : B ª YÂ
can be extended o¨er T = X o¨er a set D s D L = W , where L g Mng N n n n
.and W ; X open to an R-Caratheodory function.Ân
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Proof. The argumentation is analogous to the previous one, but now we
  . 4  4take a larger family, namely A s M V : n, k g N j M : n g N .n k n
 .  .  .  .Because h B l h T = X R B s B and h T = X R B s D x Mng N n
 .  .  < .= U , the set h B is closed in x T = X. So g satisfying f s g ( h , is aBn
 .continuous function defined on a closed subset h B of a metric space
 .  .x T = X. If Y is an AE ANE , then g has a continuous extension g
 .   . . over x T = X open W ; x T = X . It is clear that f s g ( h resp.,
y1 < .  ..g ( h , where D s h W is a desired R-Caratheodory extension of fÂD
 .and D is of the desired form .
Remark that in the previous theorems it is enough to assume that the
range of a considered function or multifunction is second countable,
instead of the second countability of Y.
Â4. CARATHEODORY SELECTIONS AND EXTENSIONS
By an analytic space we mean a continuous image of a Polish space, or
equivalently, in the metrizable case, a subset of a Polish space which is
 w x.obtained by the Suslin operation from closed subsets cf. 18 .
 .If M is a family of sets, by S M we denote the family of sets obtained
from M by the Suslin operation. We say that M is closed under the Suslin
 .operation if S M s M. For example, if M is a s-field complete with
respect to a s-finite measure, or M is the s-field of all subsets with the
Baire property of some topological space, then M is closed under the
Suslin operation.
 w x.  .Recall e.g., 6 that if X is analytic and A ; T = X, then P A
 .   ..belongs to S M whenever A g S M m B X . Note that in some articles
this result is obtained also by the Marczewski function, namely by reducing
to the projection in the product of Polish spaces.
 . .  .We say that T , M ; X has the projection property if P A g M
 .whenever A g M m B X . Of course, if M is closed under the Suslin
 . .operation and if X is analytic, then T , M ; X has the projection
property.
 .Consider the following conditions imposed on T , M , X, and B ;
T = X :
 .  . .  .1 T , M ; X has the projection property and B g M m B X ;
 .2 X is analytic, M is closed under the Suslin operation, and
  ..B g S M m B X ;
 .  .3 T and X are metrizable and analytic, M s B T , and B g
 .B T = X ;
 .  .4 T and X are metrizable, X and B are analytic, and M s B T ;
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 .  .5 T and X are metrizable, B is analytic, and M s B T ;
 .6 all vertical sections of B are regularly closed and all horizontal
sections belong to M;
 .  .7 T is a topological space; M s B T , and horizontal sections of B
are open.
MAIN LEMMA. Let X be a second-countable space and B ; T = X. Then
 .  .each of the conditions 1 ] 5 implies that
 .a any Caratheodory multifunction or function defined on B is R-Â
  . .Caratheodory in the case of 5 the separability of X is superfluous .Â
 4Moreo¨er, if B has closed ¨ertical sections and if U : n g N is a base in X,n
 .  .  .  .then each of the conditions 1 ] 3 , 6 , and 7 implies
 .b T = X R B s D M = U for some M g M;ng N n n n
 .  .and, on the other hand, if 4 holds and B ; D g B T = X , then
 .  .c B ; T = X R D M = U ; D for some M g B T .ng N n n n
We give the proof of the Main Lemma in the next section. Now let us
state some corollaries on Caratheodory selections and extensions.Â
COROLLARY 1. Let X be a separable and metrizable space, B ; T = X
 .  .and Y an S Y -selecti¨ e for separable and metrizable spaces and second-
 .  .countable space. Assume that one of conditions 1 ] 5 holds. Then each
 .Caratheodory multifunction f : B ª S Y with closed ¨alues has a Cara-Â
theodory selection.Â
 .Proof. It follows immediately by Theorem 1 and a .
Remark. Of course, all observation given in Remark 2 in Section 2,
hold also in this case.
In particular, we obtain known results on Caratheodory selections underÂ
 .assumption of the projection property and, by 5 , the following result.
COROLLARY 2. If B is an analytic subset of the product T = X of two
metrizable spaces, then each closed ¨alued, l.s.c. in x Borel multifunction f :
 .  .B ª S Y , where Y is S Y -selecti¨ e and second-countable, has a Borel
selection continuous in x.
COROLLARY 3. Let X be a separable and metrizable space, B ; T = X
with closed ¨ertical sections and Y a second-countable AE. If one of the
 .  .  .conditions 1 ] 3 holds or Y is completely metrizable and 4 holds, then
each Caratheodory function f : B ª Y has a Caratheodory extension o¨erÂ Â
T = X.
 .  .  .Proof. Under each of assumptions 1 ] 3 it follows immediately by a ,
 .  .  .b , and Theorem 3. Under assumption 4 , by Theorem 2 and c , there
 .exist a set D g B T = X , an R-Caratheodory extension g of f over D,Â
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 .and M g B T such that B ; C s T = X R D M = U ; D. Nown ng N n n
<we apply Theorem 3 to the restriction g .C
 w x.In particular, we obtain the following result cf. 27; Theorem 5 .
COROLLARY 4. If T and X are metrizable and X is analytic, then each two
disjoint analytic subsets of T = X with closed ¨ertical sections can be separated
by a continuous in x Borel function.
Remarks. In Corollary 3, in the case of analytic B and metrizable Y,
the assumption of the second countability of Y is superfluous, because
 .f B is separable whenever f is Borel. The assumption of the complete-
 .ness of Y in Corollary 3 under assumption 4 is essential, because there
exist a Polish space T , an analytic subset B ; T , and a Borel function f :
2 B ª Y, where Y ; R is convex, such that f has no Borel extension cf.
w x.15 . Corresponding results to Corollaries 2 and 3 for Borel subsets T = X
with closed vertical sections, where one of the spaces is Polish and the
second one is assumed to be only separable metric, do not hold even if
w x  w x.Y s 0, 1 cf. 15, 16 . Similarly, if M is closed under the Suslin operation,
 .X is assumed to be only separable metric, B g M m B X has closed
w xvertical sections and Y s 0, 1 , then the corresponding results on
 w x.Caratheodory extensions and selections do not hold cf. 16 . Corollary 3,Â
 . w x  w x.under assumption 5 and Y s 0, 1 , does not hold too cf. 16 .
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA
 .Throughout this section we assume that T , M is a measurable space,
 4X has a countable base U : n g N , and B ; T = X. In order to proven
the Main Lemma we ask under which assumptions the following condition
holds:
 . <for each A ; B, A g M m B X , such that all A are open in B ,B t t
there exist sets M g M such that A s B l M = U .Dn n n
ngN
R .
 .Observe that if R holds, then each Caratheodory multifunction orÂ
 .function defined on B is R-Caratheodory. Moreover, if R holds forÂ
 .B s T = X and C g M m B X has closed vertical sections, then T =
X R C s D M = U , where M g M.ng N n n n
 .  .For A ; B ; T = X we define sets M A, B and M A byn n
 4M A , B s t g T : B l U ; A , .n t n t
 4and M A s M A , T = X s t g T : U ; A . i .  .  .n n n t
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Observe that
T R M A , B s P B l T = U R A , .  . .n n
and T R M A s P T = U R A ; ii .  .  .n n
A s B l M A , B = U iff all sections A are open in B , iii .  .D n n t t
ngN
and
A s M A = U iff all A are open in X . .D n n t
ngN
Observe that if T is a topological space and the horizontal and vertical
sections of a set A ; T = X are closed and open, respectively, then
A s D M = U , where sets M are closed. In fact, the set P T =ng N n n n
.  x.  .  .U R A s D T R A is open and the claim follows by ii and iii . Itn x gUn
 .  .proves b under assumption 7 .
 .  .  . .Using ii and iii it is easy to see that if T , M ; X has the projection
 .  .  .property, then R is satisfied for each B g M m B X . It shows a and
 .  .b under assumption 1 .
If X is analytic, M is closed under the Suslin operation, and B g
  ..  . < S M m B X , then for each A ; B, A g M m B X , we have B l TB
.  .  .  .= U R A s B l T = U l C for some C g M m B X and, by ii , wen n
 .  .  .obtain M A, B g M. Hence R holds in this case. It proves a undern
 .assumption 2 .
For fixed B ; T = X denote by B and B8 the following sets: B s
 4  4D t = cl B and B8 s D t = int B . It is easy to see thatt g T t t g T t
B s T = X R T = X R B 8, iv .  .
B8 s M B = U . v .  .D n n
ngN
Let D ; X be countable, dense. Assume that A ; T = X has open
x  .vertical sections and A g M for x g D. Then P A belongs to M being
equal to D Ax. So, if B ; T = X has closed vertical sections and ifx g D
x  .  .  .B g M for x g D, then P T = U R B g M and, by ii , all sets M Bn n
 .belong to M. By v we obtain B8 s D M = U , where M g M.ng N n n n
 .  .Therefore, by iv , A belongs to M m B X . Consequently, if additionally
 .all A are regularly open, then A s A 8 s D M = U , where M st ng N n n n
 .  .  .  .M A s M A g M. It proves b under assumption 6 .n n
  ..LEMMA 1. Let X be analytic and let B ; T = X. If B g S M m B X ,
  ..then B g S M m B X . If additionally M is closed under the Suslin opera-
 .tion then B g M m B X .
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 .  .Proof. Put M s M T = X R B . Then T R M s P T = U l B gn n n n
 .S M , and if M is closed under the Suslin operation, then T R M g M.n
 .  . w . Hence, by iv and v , we obtain B s F T R M = X j T = X Rng N n
.x   ..U g S M m B X , and if M is closed under the Suslin operation, thenn
 .B g M m B X .
COROLLARY 1. If M is closed under the Suslin operation and if X is
  ..analytic then each B g S M m B X with closed ¨ertical sections belongs to
 .M m B X .
 .  .  .Now we obtain b under assumption 2 , because we have proved b
 .under assumption 1 .
 w x w x.COROLLARY 2. cf. 8; II.17 , 25; Lemme 1 . If T and X are metrizable,
B ; T = X, X and B are analytic, then B is also analytic. If T and X are
Polish and if A ; T = X is a coanalytic subset of T = X, then A8 is also
coanalytic.
Proof. For the first part one can assume that T is also analytic, because
 .  .P B is analytic and B in P B = X is the same as in T = X.
w xThe following lemma is a generalization of 8; Theorem II.18 .
 .LEMMA 2. If T and X are metrizable and M s B T , then the condition
 . R holds for each analytic subset B ; T = X the assumption of the separa-
.bility of X is superfluous .
Proof. First suppose T and X are Polish. Let B ; T = X be analytic,
 .  . <A ; B such that A is open in B , t g T , and A g B T m B X sBt t
 .B B . Hence, A and B R A are analytic subsets of T = X. Put A sn
 .  .  .M A, B . By ii and iii , each A ; T is coanalytic and A s B ln n
D A = U . By the separation theorem, there exists a Borel setng N n n
C ; T = X such that A ; C ; D A = U . Applying the Novikovng N n n
 .separation theorem to C s D C l A = U one can take Borel setsng N n n
 .C ; A = U such that C s D C . Put B s P C . Of course, B isn n n ng N n n n n
analytic, B ; A , and C ; B = U , n g N. By the separation theorem,n n n n n
there exists a Borel set M ; T such that B ; M ; A and, conse-n n n n
quently, C ; M = U ; A = U , n g N. So we have the following inclu-n n n n n
sions: A ; C s D C ; D M = U ; D A = U . Hence,ng N n ng N n n ng N n n
A s B l A ; B l D M = U ; B l D A = U s A, i.e, A sng N n n ng N n n
B l D M = U and M are the desired Borel subsets of T.ng N n n n
If T and X are metrizable and separable, then T ; S and X ; Y, where
 .S and Y are Polish and A s B l D L = V , where L g B S andng N n n n
V ; Y is open, n g N. Hence A s B l D M = U , where M sn ng N n n n
 .L l T g B T and U s V l X is open in X, n g N. If T and X aren n n
metrizable, then B ; S = Y ; T = X, where S and Y are separable;
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 .  .S s P B and Y s P B , where P is the projection onto X. Hence,X X
 .A s B l D L = V , where L g B S and V is open in Y, n g N.ng N n n n n
 .Now we take M g B T and open U ; X such that L s S l M andn n n n
V s Y l U . It completes the proof.n n
 .Of course, the foregoing lemma proves a under each of assumptions
 .  .3 ] 5 . Moreover, we obtain the following corollaries.
 .COROLLARY 3. If T and X are metrizable and analytic and A g B T = X
 .has open ¨ertical sections, then A s D M = U where M g B T .ng N n n n
Proof. Put B s T = X.
 .  .Now, by Corollary 3, we obtain b under assumption 3 . Note that the
preceding Corollary does not hold if one of the spaces is assumed to be
 wonly separable metric or even a coanalytic subset of a Polish space cf. 15,
x.16 .
 w x.COROLLARY 4 cf. 25, Lemme 3 . Let A, B be two analytic subsets of
the product T = X, where T and X are metrizable and X is analytic, such that
 .A l B s B. Then there exist sets M g B T such that A ; D M = Un ng N n n
and B l D M = U s B.ng N n n
Proof. Put C s A j B. By Corollary 2 the set C is analytic. Because A
 .  .  . <and B are disjoint analytic sets, A g B C s B T m B X and allC
sections A are open in C . Hence, by Lemma 2, A s C l D M = Ut t ng N n n
 .for some M g B T . Of course B l D M = U s B, because A ln ng N n n
B s B.
 .By Corollary 4 we obtain c . In fact, if T is Polish, it is enough to put
 .A s T = X R D. If T is completely metrizable, then we take T 9 s cl P B
 .and D9 s D l T 9 = X. Of course, T 9is Polish, B ; D9 g B T 9 = X and
 .B s B in T 9 = X . Hence, B ; T 9 = X R D M = U ; D9 ; D forng N n n
 .  .  .some M g B T 9 ; B T . Because T R T 9 g B T and T 9 = X Rn
w  . x  .D M = U s T = X R D M = U j T R T 9 = X , c holdsng N n n ng N n n
in this case. Now suppose T is only a metrizable space. Let T 9 be the
 .completion of T and let D9 g B T 9 = X be such that D s D9 l T = X.
X X  .Then B ; T 9 = X R D M = U ; D9, where M g B T . Now it isng N n n n
X  .  .enough to put M s M l T g B T . It completes the proof of c .n n
6. FUNCTIONS DEFINED ON GRAPHS
Some theorems on the extending of Caratheodory functions are provedÂ
for so-called G-Caratheodory functions defined on the graph of a measur-Â
 .able and closed-valued multifunction f from a measurable space T , M
to a Polish space X. Recall that f : B ª Y, where B s Gr f, is called
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 .   ..G-Caratheodory if f t, ? is continuous on B and if f ?, s ? is measurableÂ t
 w x.for each measurable selection s of f cf. 7 .
 4LEMMA 1. Let X be a second-countable space with a base U : n g Nn
 .and let B ; T = X be such that P B s T. Assume that there exist measur-
 .   . 4able functions p : T ª X such that p t g B and p t : n g N is dense inn n t n
B for each t g T. Thent
 .a the multifunction t ª B is measurable and for B with closedt
¨ertical sections, T = X R B s D M = U for some M g M.ng N n n n
Moreo¨er, if f : B ª Y, where Y is perfectly normal, is continuous in x and all
  ..functions q s f ?, p ? are measurable, thenn n
 .b f is R-Caratheodory,Â
 .c if B has closed ¨ertical sections, then the multifunction f defined by
 .   .4  .  .  .  .f t, x s f t, x for t, x g B and f t, x s f t, B for t, x g T =t
X R B, is R-Caratheodory.Â
 .  . Proof. By i and iii of the previous section, if we put M s M T =n n
.  4 y1 .X R B , then T R M s t g T : U l B / B s D p U g M andn n t k g N k n
 .a holds.
 .  .To prove b we define, for open V ; Y and U ; X, the set M U, V s
 y1 . y1 ..  .F T R p U j q cl V . It is easy to check that B l M U, V =ng N n n
y1 . y1 .  .U ; f cl V and f V ; B l D M U , V = U . We take openng N n n
sets V ; Y such that V s D V and cl V ; V. Thenn k g N k k
fy1 V s fy1 V ; B l M U , V = U .  .  .D D Dk n k n
kgN kgN ngN
; fy1 cl V ; fy1 V . .  .D k
kgN
 .  . y1 .Hence, if we put M V s D M U , V , then f V s B ln k g N n k
 .D M V = U .ng N n n
 . y1 . y1 .To prove c we take open V ; Y. Then f V s f V j
w  y1 .. x  . y1 .P f V = X _ B and by b , f V s B l D M = U , M g M.ng N n n n
y1 .  .Let L s M l D p U . It is easy to see that L = U l B sn n k g N k n n n
 .  . y1 .M = U l B and P L = U l B s L , n g N. Hence f V sn n n n n
 .B l D L = U j D L = X R B s D L = U jng N n n ng N n ng N n n
 .  .D L = X R B , and by a the last union is equal to the countableng N n
union of rectangles.
 .By part b we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1. Let f : T = X ª Y be measurable in t and continuous in
x, where X is second-countable and Y is perfectly normal. Then f is R-
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y1 .Caratheodory, i.e., for each open set V ; Y, f V is equal to the countableÂ
union of rectangles M = U, M g M , U ; X open.
 4Proof. Take a countable dense subset D s x : n g N ; X and putn
 . p to be constant and equal to x . In this case M U, V s F t:n n x g D Ul
 . 4f t, x g cl V .
Observe that the previous corollary is a generalization of a known result
 w x. y1 .e.g., 11; 6.1 which says that if X is additionally metrizable, then f F ,
where F ; Y is closed, is the countable intersection of countable unions of
such rectangles.
COROLLARY 2. If f is a measurable and closed-¨ alued multifunction
 .from a measurable space T , M to a Polish space X, and if f is a function
defined on B s Gr f to a perfectly normal space Y, then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i f is G-Caratheodory,Â
 .ii f is R-Caratheodory,Â
 .iii f is Caratheodory.Â
 .  .Proof. Because f has a Castaing representation, i implies ii . Each
 . <  .R-Caratheodory function f : B ª Y is M m B X -measurable, hence iiÂ B
 .   ..implies iii . If s: T ª X is measurable, then t ª t, s t is also measur-
 .  .  .able. Hence iii implies i , because B g M m B X .
Of course, by Lemma 1 and theorems in Section 3 we obtain some
results on extending of functions. In particular, we obtain:
COROLLARY 3. Let X be metrizable and separable and let B ; T = X be
the graph of a closed-¨ alued multifunction ha¨ing a Castaing representation
 4p : n g N . Then each function f : B ª Y, where Y is a metrizable andn
  ..separable AE, which is continuous in x and such that all functions f ?, p ?n
are measurable, has a Caratheodory extension.Â
Remark that in the case of a Banach space Y, the foregoing corollary is
 .weaker than known results, where an extension f of f satisfies f t, x g
 .  w x.  .conv f t, B e.g., 14; Theorem 2 . Note, that by part c , Theorem 1 andt
w  . x20 I ; Theorem 3.1- , it is easy to obtain such a result, for example,
 .  .whenever Y is finite dimensional; generally f t, x g cl conv f t, B . At
w xgeneral result of this sort can be found also in 26; Theorem 4 .
LEMMA 2. Let T and X be topological spaces, X second-countable. If a
real-¨ alued function f : T = X ª R is l.s.c. in t and u.s.c. in x, then
y1 .f y`, a s D M = U , where sets M are F .ng N n n n s
 y1  .x.   4 .Proof. Put M s M f y`, a y 1rk s t g T : f t = U ;k n n n
  .x4 y1 .y`, a y 1rk . Of course D M = U ; f y`, a and, becausek , ng N k n n
 . f t, ? is u.s.c., the converse inclusion also holds. The set T R M s P Tk n
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y1  . ..= U l f a y 1rk , ` is open, because the projected set has openn
 .horizontal sections, f ?, x being l.s.c. So M s D M are desiredn k g N k n
F -sets.s
 .If f is a multifunction from X to a metric space Y, d and y g Y, then
 .   ..by d we denote the real-valued function defined by d x s d y, f x sy y
  .  .4  .inf d y, z : z g f x . It is known that if X is a topological space X, M
.  .is a measurable space and D ; Y is dense and countable , then f is l.s.c.
 .  .resp., measurable iff d is u.s.c. resp., measurable for each y . If f isy
u.s.c., then each function d is l.s.c., but the converse does not hold.y
 .COROLLARY 4. Let X be a second-countable space, let Y, d be a
separable metric space, and let D ; Y be a countable dense subset. Let f be a
  ..multifunction from T = X to Y and d s d y, f ?, ? , y g Y. Then each ofy
the conditions
 .1 d is measurable in t and continuous in x for each y g D,y
 .  .2 T is a topological space, M s B T and d is l.s.c. in t and u.s.c.y
in x for each y g D,
implies that f is R-Caratheodory.Â
y1  .. y1 .  .Proof. We have f B y, a s d y`, a for each open ball B y, ay
in Y. Now we apply Corollary 1 and Lemma 2, respectively.
Of course, by the preceding corollary and Theorem 1 we can obtain
other results on Caratheodory selections. Results of this section togetherÂ
with those ones obtained in Section 4 generalize most of known theorems
on Caratheodory selections and extensions, and allow us to obtain someÂ
new theorems.
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